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Finalists

foodpanda

The Green Label programme aims to further
progress efforts to achieving Singapore’s
sustainability goals by educating and
supporting restaurant partners to be more
sustainability-minded. Topics addressed in
this programme includes promotion of
plant-based diets, encouraging local
sourcing, reducing use of disposables
tableware, minimising food wastage and
using energy efficient equipment.
 
App features such as the default opt-out
cutlery toggle has helped to shift consumer
behaviour on single-use plastic usage. From
an initial 30% opt-out rate when the feature
was first launched in 2018, over 70% of
customers in Singapore do not request for
single-use cutlery with their orders today.

foodpanda is also partners with food
sharing app OLIO to channel all its surplus
goods back to the community to reduce
good food going to waste, and customers
are able to donate to The Food Bank
Singapore with a few easy taps in the app
to support their efforts on tackling food
insecurity.

foodpanda is a leading delivery platform in
Asia dedicated to bringing consumers a
wide variety of food, groceries, and more,
quickly and conveniently. Aside from being
in Singapore since 2012, foodpanda
operates in more than 400 cities across 11
markets in Asia. 

foodpanda believes in leveraging
technology to build a greener platform that
enables sustainable actions to flourish. The
company’s ambition is to create a more
sustainable restaurants and delivery
ecosystem, supported by its work in three
focus areas: Sustainable Platform,
Sustainable Operations, and Sustainable
Societies & Ecosystems. 

In July 2022, foodpanda launched Green
Label, a first-of-its-kind programme by a
food delivery company in Singapore that
identifies the most sustainable brands on
the platform through a restaurant
certification programme. Under this
initiative, restaurants that have registered
their interest will be assessed based on their
sustainable practices, and given the Green
Label certification should they meet the
requirements. 
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H&M

H&M is also part of PACT by WWF
Singapore to eliminate unnecessary plastics
is in line with its circular packaging
strategy. By 2025, H&M will have reduced
plastic packaging by 25% (2018 baseline),
replace, and ensure that at least 25% of the
plastic it uses is from post-consumer
recycled materials. H&M plans to eliminate
unnecessary and problematic plastic in
consumer packaging by the end of 2025,
and in business-to-business packaging by
2030.

H&M Group has built an innovation
ecosystem offering a broad range of
support to spearhead innovation and
technologies, including, new materials,
recycling technologies and business models
that promote circularity, improve resource
use and enhance customers’ experience.
This includes H&M Foundation’s Global
Change Awards that funds early-stage
innovations that have the potential to build
a planet-positive fashion industry. Our
Circular Innovation Lab supports innovators
and start-ups in joint development projects
around circularity. H&M CO:LAB, our
venture capital arm that invests in new and
developing technologies and The
Laboratory, our wider internal innovation
hub that supports our brands and business
with research and idea exploration.

Being Fair & Equal to the people and
the communities around us,
Using the planet’s resources consciously
and becoming a Circular & Climate
Positive company, and
Leading the Change by pushing the
Group and the industry to reinvent and
transform.

The H&M Group is a family of brands with
the business model to deliver fashion and
quality at the best price in a sustainable
way. Together, the Group offers fashion,
design and services that enable people to
be inspired and to express their own
personal style, making it easier to live in a
more circular way. H&M has been active in
Singapore since 2011.

H&M has been working on sustainability for
over 20 years and sustainability is an
integral part of the H&M Group. The
following three strategic areas describe
H&M’s deepest intentions:

H&M has implemented a Garment
Collecting programme in all stores to reuse
and recycle unwanted clothes from
customers, instead of letting it end in
Singapore landfills. A total of 547,000KG
of unwanted clothes were collected in
Singapore stores from 2019 to 2021.



Siemens 

Established in Singapore in 1908, Siemens
has created technology across a myriad of
industries, from resource-efficient factories,
resilient supply chains, and smarter
buildings, to cleaner and more comfortable
transportation and advanced healthcare. By
combining real and digital worlds, Siemens
not only transforms its customers’ industries
and markets, it also transforms the
everyday lives of billions. 

As a company with production facilities and
offices worldwide, Siemens’ large
environmental impact is mainly generated
from energy and land use, the emission of
air- borne pollutants and greenhouse gases,
and the generation of solid and liquid
waste. 

Hence, its Environmental Portfolio is
Siemens’ biggest contribution to mitigating
climate change. The portfolio has helped
customers reduce CO2 emissions by 87.5
million metric tons in fiscal 2021. Siemens
is also committed to conserving resources.
The “R” for Resource Efficiency in its
DEGREE framework indicates that an
environ- mentally-conscious use of limited
resources is integral to Siemens. 

At Siemens, sustainable development is
defined as the means to achieving
profitable and long-term growth. Siemens’ 

Using Siemens’ building technologies to
ensure energy-efficient operation of the
green complex at the Marina Bay
Financial Centre, reducing the annual
energy bill by 22.5% 
First Aquaculture 4.0 closed-
containment system for tropical fish built
by Singapore Aquaculture Technologies
(SAT) uses automation and IoT
technologies from Siemens for efficient
and secure operations 

sustainability framework, DEGREE,
represents five areas of commitment –
Decarbonization, Ethics, Governance,
Resource efficiency, Equity and
Employability. 

DEGREE underlines the necessity to limit
global warming to 1.5 degree Celsius and
supports the Paris Climate Agreement. 

Siemens has engaged in a number of
project partnerships with Singapore entities,
with notable ones such as: 

Siemens’ technical expertise, portfolio and
experience aligns with the Singapore Green
Plan 2030 as its building management
systems can assist schools and buildings
reduce carbon emission and become more
energy efficient. Most recently, Siemens
installed 105 electric vehicle chargers in
DHL Express Singapore’s service centres to
support DHL’s delivery fleet and help to
eliminate a total of 323 tonnes of carbon
emission yearly. 
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Mainstream Renewable Power

developing a pipeline of projects
throughout the ASEAN region through its
local offices in Singapore, Vietnam, the
Philippines and Indonesia where the local
teams are in place.

Entering the market in Vietnam in 2018,
Mainstream is one of the few international
developers to have successfully established
an advanced development pipeline of over
2.3 GW. Mainstream is currently
developing one the country’s largest
offshore wind farm in the Soc Trang
Province, with a view to start construction in
the short-term. Furthermore, Mainstream
also has a 0.5 GW offshore wind project
and a 0.4 GW solar portfolio in the
country.

In the Philippines, 90 MW of wind project is
at late stage development. The Cam Sur
project is now close to reaching ready-to-
build stage and will be Mainstream’s first
onshore wind construction in ASEAN.

Mainstream's vision is to electrify the world
with renewable energy. In line with its
vision, Mainstream is looking to participate
in the second request for proposal (RFP2)
issued by the Energy Market Authority and
is exploring potential solutions to import
green electricity into Singapore.

Mainstream Renewable Power is firmly on
track to becoming one of the world’s first
pure-play renewable energy majors. It is
focused on expanding its current
development portfolio of ~17 GW with
plans to bring 5.5 GW to financial close by
2023.

Mainstream's mission is to lead and
accelerate the global transition to
renewable energy and Mainstream is
committed to drive sustainable, socially-just
economic growth and accelerate countries
towards their Net Zero goals. 

Mainstream’s sustainability initiatives are
focused on delivering its ~17 GW
development pipeline (marketplace pillar),
ensuring its projects are safely delivered
(workplace pillar), avoiding millions of
tonnes of carbon emission (environment
pillar) and administering over 130
community initiatives (community pillar).

Mainstream works with many different
external stakeholders, including suppliers,
corporate partners, communities,
governments and NGOs, and Mainstream
ensures that these stakeholders also adhere
to the highest standards that Mainstream
upholds. 

Having established its APAC HQ in
Singapore in 2019, Mainstream is actively 



Natixis Corporate & Investment Banking

This mechanism not only measures the
impact of Natixis CIB’s financing activities
on its overall portfolio temperature targets,
but also measures the bank’s commitment,
as part of Groupe BPCE, to the Net-Zero
Banking Alliance and achieving a +1.5°C
trajectory by 2050.

Natixis CIB’s ambitions and strategy are
fully aligned with the “Singapore Green
Plan 2030”. With transition in mind,
Natixis CIB actively supports local
corporations in their strategic development,
helping them to grow and transform their
businesses, and maximise their positive
impact.

Natixis CIB shares Singapore’s ambition to
be a leader in green finance in Asia Pacific
and globally, and is well connected to the
Singapore “green” ecosystem to achieve
this goal. 

Natixis Corporate & Investment Banking is
a leading global financial institution that
provides advisory, investment banking,
financing, corporate banking and capital
markets services to corporations, financial
institutions, financial sponsors and
sovereign and supranational organisations
worldwide. Natixis CIB is part of the Global
Financial Services division of Groupe BPCE,
the second largest banking group in
France.

Developing bespoke solutions for regional
clients and delivering the benefits of Natixis
CIB’s global expertise, the bank has been
operating in Asia Pacific since 1982, when
it established its regional presence in
Singapore.

With innovation embedded in Natixis CIB’s
pursuit of sustainability targets, the bank
has successfully designed and implemented
a first-of-its-kind tool to assess the impact of
its financing on the environment: the Green
Weighting Factor (GWF).
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Signify

Doubling the pace of the Paris
Agreement i.e. reaching the 2031
pathway 6 years ahead of time in 2025
through increasing the energy efficiency
of its portfolio to reduce emissions of its
customers, and also by driving carbon
reductions at its supplier level 
Doubling its circular revenues to 32%
Doubling its revenues for brighter lives
which benefit society to 32%, which
include revenues from lighting
innovations which increase food
availability, safety & security or health
and wellbeing
Doubling its percentage of women in
leadership to 34% 

Signify is a world leader in lighting for
professionals and consumers and lighting
for the Internet of Things. The company’s
Philips products, Interact connect lighting
systems and data enabled services, deliver
business value and transform life in homes,
buildings and public spaces. 

In 2020, Signify achieved carbon neutrality
for its operations across the world, using
100% renewable electricity. Additionally,
Signify sent zero waste to landfill across all
of its manufacturing sites. Signify has
currently embarked on Brighter Lives, Better
World 2025, a five-year sustainability
program with the following goals:

Signify fully subscribes to the bold goals of
the Singapore Green Plan 2030 and seeks
to pave the way for a low-carbon built
environment through the Energy Reset
pillar. As a worldwide leader in lighting
globally and in Singapore, Signify’s
products, technologies and systems are
found in numerous Green Mark certified
buildings, including some of the first ever
breakthrough roll-outs in Singapore. 

Within the Resilient Future (grow local)
pillar, indoor farms that use LEDs can be
significantly less impactful on the
environment than large-scale traditional
outdoor farms and building upon over 80
years of its global horticulture experience,
Signify is expanding its footprint in
Singapore in a specialised and targeted
manner to boost indoor crop cultivation
competence for smarter, more sustainable
farming. It is with this intent that Signify
has set up (with the support of the
Singapore Economic Development Board),
the Signify Center of Excellence for
Horticulture. This is Signify’s first
Horticulture Center of Knowledge in Asia,
which will support its customers and
growers for optimised crop growth results
in Singapore and in the region.
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CMA CGM 

The dual-fuel engine technology developed
by CMA CGM currently runs on LNG; and
is capable of using biomethane, as well as
e-methane, a carbon-neutral fuel source. 

With the support of Maritime Port Authority
of Singapore (MPA), CMA CGM started
biofuel bunkering in Singapore in February
to scale up the wider adoption of clean
energy. It also collaborated with PSA to
implement Opt-E-Arrive digital solutions
that enabled CMA CGM vessels to skip the
anchorage stop and arrive just-in- time at
berth at CMA CGM-PSA Lion Terminal to
reduce carbon emission through
optimisation of bunker consumption. 

Other than its commitment to reach Net
Zero Carbon by 2050, CMA CGM is
aligned with the SG “Energy Reset” pillar
as it continues to experiment, test and
develop energy solutions based on
hydrogen, solar, tidal and wind power
through its partnership with Energy
Observer. With the “Green Economy”
pillar, CMA CGM is investing in R&D to
evaluate new energy sources such as
hydrogen and ammonia and advance the
move towards ‘zero emission’ solutions for
transport and logistics. 

The CMA CGM Group, a global leader in
sea, land, air and logistics solutions, serves
more than 420 ports around the world on
five continents. Backed by a fleet of 583
vessels, in 2021 the Group transported 22
million TEU (twenty-foot equivalent units)
containers. With its subsidiary CEVA
Logistics, and CMA CGM AIR CARGO, the
CMA CGM Group is continually innovating
to offer a complete and efficient range of
new shipping, land, air and logistics
solutions. CMA CGM’s shipping business
has been operating in Singapore since
1992. 

The Group’s sustainability strategy is
structured around three pillars – Acting for
Planet, People, and Fair Trade. 

On its path to be a Net Zero Carbon
company by 2050, the CMA CGM Group
has become a pioneer in the use of biofuel,
biomethane and LNG as the transitional
fuel, while the search for other energy
solutions continues. CMA CGM already
hasa fleet of 32 dual-fuel e-methane ready
ships in operation today, which will
increase to 77 by the end of 2026. 

category partner:



Levande (Electrolux)

In Singapore, the company launched its
Levande platform that encourages
consumers to use refurbished appliances
which reduces electronic waste and
conserves natural resources. With the
offering of Levande’s appliance subscription
& services, together, the company is able to
play a key role in reducing the world’s e-
waste, which is estimated at a whopping 47
metric tons globally. 

Through Levande, the company aims to not
only work within its ecosystem but to also
work across the value chain with other
partners in the space of logistics, repair,
education, consumables,
technology(digital), etc.

Through the company’s Sourcing and
Human rights guidelines, specifically its
Responsible Sourcing policy and Restricted
Materials List, Electrolux ensures that its
products comply to its Sustainability
Commitments. 

Electrolux is a leading global appliance
company that has shaped living for the
better for more than 100 years. Electrolux
reinvents lifetime taste, care and wellbeing
experiences for millions of people, always
striving to be at the forefront of
sustainability in society through its
solutions and operations. In 2020,
Electrolux set its third iteration of its goals
called For The Better Living 2030. 

Electrolux shapes living for the better by
reinventing taste, care and wellbeing
experiences, making life more enjoyable
and sustainable for millions of people.

The group targets its operations to be
climate neutral by 2025 (78% by 2021)
and to reduce 25% (20% for 2021) of its
scope 3 carbon footprint by 2025.
Electrolux has key targets and metrics
within its Sustainability goal. Electrolux’s
targets are externally validated by Science
Based Targets, and its reports and track its
initiatives through various initiatives such
as CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project),
EcoVadis, etc.
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Pernod Ricard

The ‘Circular Making’ pillar sees Pernod
Ricard minimising waste at every step by
imagining, producing and distributing its
products in ways that optimise and help
preserve natural resources. This includes
adopting an eco-design approach to
packaging and the implementation of
circular distribution models. In 2021, the
company reached its goal of eliminating all
single-use plastic promotional products.

The ‘Responsible Hosting’ pillar commits to
combatting the harmful use of alcohol. The
company works together with industry
members, civil society, governments and
local authorities, to prevent and reduce of
the harmful use of alcohol. 

Three years after the launch of the
roadmap, Pernod Ricard is on track to meet
several of these ambitious targets for 2030
– taking bold next steps in addressing
environmental topics, preserving the terroirs
its products come from, and promoting
social responsibility. In the last 8 years,
Pernod Ricard has made a tangible impact
on sustainability, with 93% of its production
facilities certified ISO 14001, and 95% of
its vineyards certified according to
environmental standards. The Group has
also reduced its water consumption per litre
of alcohol by 20%, carbon emissions by
30% per unit of production, and waste from
10,253 tons to a total of 748 tons to
landfill. 

In 2019, Pernod Ricard launched its global
Sustainability & Responsibility roadmap,
‘Good Times from a Good Place’, directly
aligned to the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). The roadmap
addresses all aspects of the business, from
grain to glass, with commitments built on
four key pillars: Nurturing Terroir, Valuing
People, Circular Making and Responsible
Hosting.

The ‘Nurturing Terroir’ pillar commits to
nurturing every terroir and its biodiversity,
responding to the challenges of climate
change to ensure quality ingredients now
and for generations to come. Across Asia,
the company has projects within their
supply chain supporting local farmers to
improve the social, economic, and
environmental sustainability of their
communities.

Commitments under ‘Valuing People’ aim to
increase diversity and fairness for all and
empowering people across the supply
chain. This includes a global target to train
10,000 bartenders in sustainable bar
practices under the Bar World of Tomorrow
movement by 2030.
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greehill

Decrease the risk and increase the
positive impact of urban trees on their
surroundings through proactive
maintenance, 
Quantify and raise awareness about the
services and benefits vegetation
provides to urban areas through precise
data collection, and 
Enhance the resilience of cities to
climate change through nature-based
solutions.

greehill is leading nature-based smart city
solutions. The company accelerates the
digital transformation of green space
management to enhance urban
sustainability, biodiversity, climate
resilience, and citizen well-being. greehill's
state-of-the-art 3D Digital Twin Technology
for urban forests helps cities increase the
productivity of greenery operations, the
safety of people and infrastructure, the
effectiveness of city planning for climate
adaptation, and the positive impact of
urban trees on urban life. 

greehill's mission is to empower cities to
improve urban resilience and livability
through urban trees. By bringing the
management of urban nature online,
greehill strives to meet the following three
targets: 

1.

2.

3.

The company’s primary sustainability
initiative in Singapore has been to digitise
urban tree management to increase
operational efficiency and inform strategic
planning. greehill was founded out of a
research and development project for the
National Parks Board (NParks) of
Singapore in 2017. In 2019, NParks
became its flagship customer, and the two
are working together in close partnership to
digitise the urban forests of Singapore. 

greehill's strategy and initiatives align with
the City in Nature and Resilient Future
pillars of the Singapore Green Plan 2030.
In addition to working in partnership with
NParks, greehill is expanding its activities
with other local agencies to transform
Singapore into a City in Nature by
conserving and extending Singapore’s
natural capital, intensifying greenery in
gardens and parks, and strengthening the
connectivity between green spaces. 

Following Singapore’s example, cities
across Asia-Pacific, Europe and North
America are adopting greehill’s digital twin
technology for urban green space
management.



SAP

The companies who thrive today are those
who can respond digitally. SAP has
supported companies to make physical
processes digital and create successful
outcomes in an ever-changing world. 

Founded in Germany in 1972, SAP has
more than 400,000 customers worldwide
and an Asian presence in Singapore since
1989. As an enabler as well as an
exemplar, SAP believes sustainability is the
new frontier of digital transformation,
working tirelessly to help its customers
transform into intelligent, sustainable
enterprises. This vision has been recognised
by SAP’s position as the software industry
leader in the Dow Jones Sustainability
Indices (DJSI) for the 15th consecutive year. 

SAP aims to be carbon neutral in its own
operations by 2030. This includes all direct
(Scope 1), indirect (Scope 2), and selected
categories of value chain (Scope 3) carbon
emissions, such as business flights,
employee commuting, and external data
centres (co-locations and hyperscalers). 

SAP also recently launched SAP Cloud for
Sustainable Enterprises, a comprehensive

cloud-based sustainability solution that
empowers companies to manage their
carbon footprint, reduce material waste,
and become socially responsible businesses.

To further demonstrate its commitment, SAP
launched a new Sustainability Center within
the SAP Experience Center in Singapore as
well as a new virtual start-up program at
the SAP.iO Foundry Singapore with a key
focus to drive innovative sustainability
solutions. The selected start-ups in the
cohort will use next-generation technologies
in their solutions to support the
sustainability goals of customers across
Asia. 

In our quest for waste reduction, SAP has
made a commitment to strive for a cleaner
ocean by 2030 at the World Economic
Forum in Davos alongside the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, World Wildlife
Fund, and Global Plastic Action
Partnership. 

We know that sustainability is a team sport.
SAP has a global network of partners who
help us scale impact to business of all size
and industries around the world. In short,
SAP is deeply committed to serve as a key
player at the frontier of Digital
Transformation to drive a sustainable future
for Asia!

D I G I T A L  F O R  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
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Trustineo International

Revolutionising and ensuring
sustainability of the entire value chain:
farming & food procurement and
production techniques, supply chain &
logistics
Bridging the gap between the producers
and the buyers & minimising third
parties 
Accelerating the digital transformation
of food and commodity supply chain
processes and responding to the
growing preference for digital self-
service
Providing easier solutions for
governments to diversify food sources

Trustineo International PTE LTD is a
multinational technology start-up
headquartered in Singapore and a member
of the very select IMDA-PIXEL Incubator.  

Trustineo’s missions and goals are to offer
an inclusive solution to help governments,
producers, buyers and end-consumers
overcome the challenges and complexities
in the current VUCA environment through
digital means and help achieve
sustainability goals. In particular: Incorporating responsible business

practices – Ex: Making everything
paperless and using digital signatures
down to the farmer level !!
Improving the livelihoods of farmers
Training & Collaboration
Creating social impact
Bringing more transparency to trade
Promoting local transformation
Reducing carbon footprint

How is Trustineo achieving this? 
Through the innovative Trustineo
Marketplace, Trustineo is offering a
UNIQUE, one-stop, digital smart
contracting producer-to-buyer marketplace
platform to help producers and buyers
overcome the challenges and complexities
of soft commodity buying. 

Trustineo ensures sustainability across the
whole ecosystem by: 

Today Trustineo has successfully expanded
internationally with its two sister companies
in Côte d'Ivoire. Trustineo is committed to
promoting local processing by creating the
registered trademark TRUSTINEO, a
premium collection of specialty coffee
roasted in Singapore for the great pleasure
of consumers.

D I G I T A L  F O R  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
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Booking.com

XBooking.com is one of the world’s leading
digital travel companies, with over 28
million accommodation listings available
and more than 1.5 million room nights
booked every 24 hours. 

Booking.com became carbon neutral in
2020. The company intends to go much
further in reducing its carbon emissions,
releasing its Climate Action Plan in March
2022. Booking.com has already reduced its
absolute scope 1 & 2 emissions by 92%,
primarily through the transition to 100%
renewable electricity, which was completed
in late 2021. Booking.com aims to further
reduce scope 1 & 2 emissions, by 95%, by
increasing the efficiency of offices by the
end of 2030. It also intends to reduce scope
3 emissions by 50% by the end of 2030
and achieve net zero emissions by 2040. 

Booking.com’s greatest influence on
sustainable travel is supporting the
company’s accommodation partners in
taking the next steps to become more
sustainable. In 2021, it launched the Travel
Sustainable badge, a credible, globally
inclusive sustainability measure that is
accessible for all kinds of properties, from
apartments and holiday homes to hotels,
resorts and even treehouses. 

A first-of-its-kind initiative in the industry
that builds upon the many robust eco-labels
and certifications already in place, the goal
is to make it easier for consumers to search
and book a sustainable stay on
Booking.com, no matter where they want to
travel. 

The Travel Sustainable programme is
focused on 5 categories: waste, water,
energy, greenhouse gas emissions,
environmental protection and community
support. To achieve a Travel Sustainable
badge, a partner must undertake practices
that positively impact some or all of these
categories. 

Booking.com was also the first travel
company to create animal welfare
guidelines for both accommodation and
attraction partners. Booking Holdings
Climate Action Plan further details how the
group (including Booking.com) aims to
achieve near zero emissions in its
operations by 2030 and net zero emissions
(total) by 2040. 

The company has shifted to renewable
electricity across its global operations
through the purchase of unbundled energy
attribute certificates. The company has
formed a dedicated taskforce to further
improve operational sustainability in its
Singapore office. 



Lufthansa Group

Additionally, LHG plans to put over 190
new fuel-efficient aircrafts into service by
the end of the decade which will save up to
30% energy in average. 

Innovative projects such as AeroShark, a
bionic adhesive film applied to surface of
the aircraft, are also part of the LHG
portfolio. The adhesive film replicates the
skin of sharks to optimise the airflow then
reduce fuel consumption. It is to be applied
to the entire 777F-LCAG + LX777 Fleet to
increase fuel efficiency. 

Lufthansa Group has recently introduced a
sustainability training programme in order
to cultivate ‘Sustainability Ambassadors’.
This training programme is conducted in
collaboration with Mannheim University,
focusing on Climate Change, Risk
Management, as well as other relevant
topics. 

Employees across the group in different
roles including pilots, flight attendants,
finance, procurement have joined the
programme to practice and incorporate
sustainability into their daily work. This
training programme will be repeated
annually to raise awareness across the
group. 

The Lufthansa Group (LHG) is an aviation
company with operations worldwide. It is
composed of the segments Network
Airlines, Eurowings and the Aviation
Services. The Network Airlines segment is
composed of Austrian Airlines, Brussels
Airlines, Lufthansa German Airlines &
SWISS, Austrian Airlines and Brussels
Airlines. 

In order to specify the net targets that have
been set up, the Lufthansa Group has
joined the Science Based Targets Initiative
(SBTi) to bring its CO2 reduction path in
line with the United Nations Paris Climate
Agreement. 

Lufthansa Group is the first aviation group
in EU that could validate its near-term
reduction targets by SBTi. According to the
validation process of the SBTi, LHG aims for
a carbon intensity reduction by -30.6%
compared to the base year 2019. This
measurement aligns the net targets of -50%
net reduction by 2030 and carbon
neutrality by 2050. 

Currently, Lufthansa Group is the biggest
Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) buyer in
Europe and the group has invested in
varied green innovations to scale up SAF
production that include Sun-To-Liquid fuel
and Power-To-Liquid (PtL) fuel. The
Lufthansa Group is the first customer of
both PtL fuel and Sun-to-Liquid fuel (solar
kerosene).

S U S T A I N A B L E  T R A V E L  &  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N



Neste 

3. Human rights – To create a more
equitable and inclusive value chain, Neste
focuses on advancing a living wage in its
operations and supply chains, ensuring
responsible recruitment practices,
increasing children’s access to education,
and reducing inequalities across the value
chain. 

4. Supply chain & raw materials – Neste
uses only sustainably-produced renewable
raw materials that fully meet the
sustainability requirements specified in the
legislation in its key markets and beyond.
Neste also requires all suppliers to commit
to the Neste Supplier Code of Conduct and
Neste’s strict sustainability criteria. 

Neste developed and patented the NEXBTL
technology, enabling the company to utilise
low quality waste and residues such as used
cooking oil and waste animal fats to
produce high quality renewable and
circular solutions such as sustainable
aviation fuel. 

Neste’s renewable and circular solutions
are well positioned to support Singapore to
achieve its Green Plan 2030. For example,
its renewable fuels for land transport,
aviation and maritime can support
Singapore to achieve its various goals
under the Energy Reset pillar. 

Neste is the world’s leading producer of
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF), renewable
diesel, and renewable feedstock solutions
for various polymers and chemicals industry
uses. It aims to support its customers to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) by
at least 20 million tons annually by 2030.
Since arriving in Singapore in the 2000s,
Singapore has grown to become the hub for
Neste’s renewable production and
commercial activities in Asia Pacific. 

Neste launched its enhanced Sustainability
vision at the end of 2021 with 4 clear
pillars: Climate, Biodiversity, Human Rights
and Supply Chain & Raw Materials. 

1. Climate – Neste is committed to reduce
the use phase emission intensity of sold
products by 50% by 2040 compared to
2020 levels. Neste will also reduce
emissions in its own production by 50% by
2030, and reach carbon neutral production
by 2035. 

2. Biodiversity – Neste aims at creating net
positive impacts for biodiversity from new
activities from 2025 onwards. Neste has
committed to combating deforestation in its
supply chains and has requested for its
suppliers to emulate it whilst also reporting
transparently. 

S U S T A I N A B L E  T R A V E L  &  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N


